
Spin the Bottle 88012

Add a Splash of Imagination 
The rich designs and colors of AirStep Advantage’s four design series bring an artistic beauty to your home.  
Each series has been carefully crafted and every design detail thoughtfully selected to pick up the intricacies  
that occur in both traditional and contemporary homes. The designs featured in the Savor, Playtime, Cherish  
and Unwind series have been inspired by the simple pleasures of life. Overall, AirStep Advantage reflects a  
lovingly crafted look that will fit beautifully with your lifestyle. 

Savor the beauty of the natural stone looks and strikingly large format layout of Savor. Real stone texture  
heightens the authenticity. 

Playtime’s rustic wood looks, the hottest look in the industry, coordinate well with bright accent walls  
that rouse happy memories of childhood and bring the laughter back to your life.

Cherish reminds you of the precious memories created with close family and 
friends. Inspired by a natural weathered slate, bold rich colors, just like your  
rich memories, enter your home. Your floor will stand out as the stunning  
centerpiece of your interior design. 

Unwind with the smooth mild stone of a traditional travertine that  
recreates the peace of relaxing in quiet reflection in the mountains  

or slowing down for a cup of tea with a friend. 

AirStep Advantage designs truly reflect the  
most important elements of life and the most  
fashionable design and style elements in the  
marketplace today. 



Beluga Caviar 88004

Cookies n’ Cream 88002

Clam Chowder 88000

Pecan Pie 88003

Warm Croissant 88001

SSavor 
Indulge in the Savor  
design series. Take a bite of a  

sumptuous delight and step into the pleasures  

of life. Revel in the memory of a good meal  

shared with a friend or the smile of a child with  

a tasty treat. Take the time to indulge in the simple  

pleasures of life like the richness of a bowl of creamy  

clam chowder or the flakiness of a warm French croissant.  

Don’t underestimate the pure bliss of a bite of sweet pecan pie,  

a salty spoonful of Beluga caviar or how your senses come  

alive at the sugary satisfaction of cookies n’ cream. Savor these  

moments, dig in and take advantage of their delectable delicacy.


